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Find Out Which Type Of Lehenga Will Suit Best To Your Body Type
Lehengas for woman have always been the most fashionable and stunning Indian attire for any occasion or
function. These traditional outﬁts look ethereal and beautiful
Lehengas for woman have always been the most fashionable and stunning Indian attire for any occasion or
function. These traditional outﬁts look ethereal and beautiful when adorned by any woman. Earlier, it was seen that
women generally prefer to wear this outﬁt only at the time of wedding ceremonies or grand family functions. But
the time has changed now and women love to get dressed in various modern types of designer lehengas at other
occasions also. If you wish to look your best in this beautiful women attire, you ﬁrst need to know your body type
and then which lehenga style will suit your body type. Depending on the type of your body, you must select a
lehenga which will help you in enhancing your personal style and individual statement. Sneak below & ﬁnd out
which type of lehenga you need to spruce up your complete look –
Straight Cut Lehengas – This is the most common and popular style of lehenga and have always seen worn by
various celebrities. Women with any body type, be it apple shape, peer, hour glass or rectangular (I shape) body,
can wear this style and ﬂaunt their beautiful curvaceous body. Pick an online lehenga with straight cut and keep
tension at bay.
Fish Cut Or Mermaid Style Lehenga – This style of lehenga is tight ﬁtted till the knee like a shape of the ﬁsh
and then ﬂares wide open at the bottom. Women with hour glass like or rectangular body shape should pick ﬁsh
cut lehenga to accentuate their complete style and personality.
Panel Length Lehenga – Having number of panels in the bottom skirt, this lehenga style looks beautiful and
simply stunning. The panels stitched together can be of same or diﬀerent fabric type. Ideal pick for pear shaped
and hour glass shaped women due to heavy bottom portion.
A-Line Style Lehenga – The bottom skirt of these lehengas looks like a shape of ‘A’. The ﬂare of the skirt is bit
open from the hip area to the hem. This lehenga style is also perfect choice for hour glass and pear body shaped
women. Get ready to ﬁnd them online & take a pick according to your body type and other features.
Circular Style Or Flared Lehenga - There are number of pleats which are stitched at the waist area thus giving
the perfect ﬂare to the skirt. Due to large spread, this lehenga style has always been girl’s most fave choice. But it
looks best on apple (V-shaped) or rectangular (I-shaped) body shaped women as it goes and ﬁts best on their body
ﬁgure.
Knowing about your body type and features, pick an online lehenga which will compliment your ﬂawless body
and ﬁts best to it. Make sure to wisely choose the blouse design and the length of the sleeves to match the style of
the lehenga you have decided to slip into. For example, short blouse is perfect pick for pear shaped and I-shaped
women while women with Apple type body should try long blouse to ﬂaunt their beautiful body. Women with
hourglass body shape can choose any of them or better collared blouse to make it stunning.
Make the most of the wedding season and other occasions by picking the right style of lehenga to go with your
individual body type and features.
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